PK Machine Oil Sight Glasses

Known as sediment glass, sediment bottle, Deb jug, and water finders, our oil sight glasses are used to monitor oil contamination, discoloration and water contaminate levels. They are: optical grade acrylic construction, chemically compatible with gear, mineral and synthetic oils, chemical and corrosion resistant, operates to 200 degF and 300 psi, available with multiple brass drain valve options.

PROGNOST Systems GmbH is the No.1 partner for companies who want to ensure safe, reliable, and economic operation of their reciprocating piston compressors. PROGNOST Systems offer the only system in the industry that records and analyzes status data in real time and compares them using “pattern recognition” based on actual experience. It provides machine operators with a timely analysis of the causes in the form of plain text information. This means that any reciprocating piston machine monitored by this system can be shut down fast and reliably with virtually no risk of false trips.

Thordon Bearings

Thordon Bearings designs and manufactures the most complete line of oil and grease-free water and product-lubricated vertical pump bearings in the industry. High reliability and cost-effective with excellent wear life and low operating friction, Thordon has been servicing the industry for over 30 years.

Mechanical Seals and Support Systems

AESSEAL® manufactures a full range of cartridge mechanical seals, mixer seals, component seals, API mechanical seals, and engineered seals for nearly all fluid handling applications. AESSEAL® also manufactures the revolutionary MagTecta™ bearing isolator. This double face seal can be applied to bearing housings, gearboxes, and other lubrication pumps in nearly all types of fluid handling equipment. AESSEAL® delivers exceptionally high quality and service combined with extraordinarily competitive prices. Information on the full product range, brochures, and company history are available at www.aesseal.com.

Summit Pump

Since 1982 Summit Pump, Inc has manufactured quality pumps and pump parts for industry worldwide. The company mission statement is more than just a plaque on the wall, it is how we strategically go to market. We will “provide quality pumping products in a timely manner, at a fair market price”. Located in Green Bay, Wisconsin we are a privately held and financially strong company. We sell our products worldwide via distribution Best Value in the market.

Synthetic Oils and Greases

Royal Purple® produces an extensive line of industrial lubricants for nearly all applications. These state-of-the-art lubricants are formulated to deliver superior lubrication performance, resulting in lower operating temperatures, improved equipment reliability, and increased efficiency. Once the lubricant housing is fully protected, it only makes sense to use superior lubrication products. More information about Royal Purple®, their products, and case histories are available at www.royalpurple.com.

Specialty Lubricants Products

Bel-Ray has been a leader in the specialty lubricants industry for 70 years and remains in the forefront, relentlessly reinventing and reformulating their products by harnessing the finest materials and technology available. Bel-Ray’s engineering standards ensure tenacious industry-leading food grade line, reducing contamination, allowing your plant to run smoothly and efficiently.
IndustryUptime Offers the Following Products for Maintenance and Reliability

**Aurora - Pentair Water**
Aurora Pump is a leading supplier of pumps and pump systems used in a variety of markets and applications throughout the world. Our pumps are known for consistent, quality manufacturing and performance that outlasts competitors. Aurora pumps include end suction, in line, split case, sewage and rotary gear pumps.

**Hydromatic**
Hydromatic manufactures an extensive line of submersible wastewater sump, sewage, effluent, grinder and large solids handling pumps for the municipal and industrial markets.

**Layne/Verti Line**

**SimFlo**
SimFlo offers vertical turbines and submersible pumps with a broad line of bowl models designed to meet a wide range of performance characteristics. Each bowl assembly is custom configured to the customer’s requirements for flow and pressure.

**Lubricant Containment System**
IndustryUptime distributes OIL SAFE lubricant transfer containers in a wide range of colors and sizes. OIL SAFE lubricant transfer containers are innovative, practical, and durable, and have become the global standard of choice for industry. Color coded and fully sealing, OIL SAFE lubricant transfer containers ensure the accurate delivery of clean lubricant from bulk storage to point of use every time.